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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The authors present a solid and well founded comentary on the article “ Novel

therapeutic diiminoquinone exhibits anticancer effects on human colorectal cancer cells

in two-dimensional and three-dimensional in vitro models”. The positive aspects and

weakness of the article are well discused, making a very interesting comentary that

complement the work presented in the former article.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
These comments by Wu et al. on the manuscript “Novel therapeutic diiminoquinone

exhibits anticancer effects on human colorectal cancer cells in two-dimensional and

three-dimensional in vitro models” adds valuable insights and will be useful for

audience interested in this manuscript. I fundamentally feel that these comments will be

worth publishing but there are a few points to be considered. (Line 12)

derived-organoid → patient derived-organoid (Lines 36-37) The authors reported that

mucinous adenocarcinoma tissue from only one patient was successfully grown as an

organoid model; In the paper by Chaolin et al., organoids were established from a total

of 5 patients. The word “only” gives audience the impression that success rate of

establishing patient-derived organoids of mucinous carcinoma was very low. Therefore,

the word “only” should be deleted not to mislead audience.
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